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Abstract: Wind-formed ripples are distinctive features of many sandy aeolian environments, and
their development and migration are basic responses to sand transport via saltation. Using data
from the literature and from original field experiments, we presented empirical models linking
dimensionless migration rates, 𝑢 ⁄ 𝑔𝑑 ( 𝑢 is the ripple migration speed, 𝑔 is the gravity
acceleration, and 𝑑 is the grain diameter) with dimensionless shear velocity, u*/u*t (u* is shear
velocity and u*t is fluid threshold shear velocity). Data from previous studies provided 34 usable
cases from four wind tunnel experiments and 93 cases from two field experiments. Original data
comprising 68 cases were obtained from sites in Ceará, Brazil (26) and California, USA (42), using
combinations of sonic anemometry, sand traps, photogrammetry, and laser distance sensors and
particle counters. The results supported earlier findings of distinctively different relationships
between 𝑢 ⁄ 𝑔𝑑 and u*/u*t for wind tunnel and field data. With our data, we could also estimate
the contribution of creep transport associated with ripple migration to total transport rates. We
calculated ripple-creep transport for 1 ≤ u*/u*t ≤ 2.5 and found that this accounted for about 3.6%
(standard deviation = 2.3%) of total transport.
Keywords: reptation; saltation; bedform; scaling; sand transport; shear velocity

1. Introduction
Ripples are near-ubiquitous features of sandy aeolian environments on Earth and elsewhere.
The regularity of their morphology and the complex patterns that they form make them objects of
visual and scientific interest. The movement of a ripple form represents a mode of sand transport that
occurs at a rate proportional to the speed and height of the bed form, and thus contributes to the
portion of sand moving as creep/reptation rather than saltation. Creep is normally referred to as the
movement of grains in continuous or near-continuous contact with a sand bed [1] and reptation is
the movement of low-energy hopping particles with no ability to rebound or to eject other grains [2].
In this paper, we defined creep to be synonymous with reptation, as the terms are often used
interchangeably [2–6] and there is no protocol for distinguishing the grain hops of creep from the
grain hops of reptation. Compared to saltation, creep still remains an understudied transport
phenomenon [7–10].
Understanding the dynamics of wind ripples is important for many reasons; for example, when
sand is being blown and wind conditions change, modifications of ripple length, height, and
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migration rates are among the first elements of surface response to relax to a new equilibrium, making
such relationships ideal for experiments to understand process-response relationships.
Understanding ripple migration can also facilitate the understanding and modeling of the evolution
of different scales of bedforms. The preservation of the stratigraphic signatures of aeolian ripples in
the rock record make them valuable tools for the reconstruction of paleo-environments on Earth [11]
and on other planets [12].
Some of the earliest—somewhat nascent—explanations for ripple development began in the late
th
19 and early 20th Centuries [13–18]. King [19] appears to have been the first to perform (quasi)
controlled experiments on aeolian ripple formation. Although there have been many attempts to
understand the nature of ripple formation, there have been relatively few field or wind tunnel
experiments designed to measure the geometries and kinematics of aeolian ripples, their response to
changing wind conditions, and their contribution to total sand flux during transport events. The lack
of data representing this fundamental boundary response motivated the research projects reported
in this study, where the goals were: 1) to measure ripple lengths and heights, coincident shear
velocities and total sand transport rates, 2) to incorporate our observations with those from other
studies, and 3) to derive statistical models of key process-response relationships between wind speed,
ripple migration, and sand transport. This work was focused on typical aeolian ripples with heights
and lengths of the orders of 0.01 and 0.1 m, respectively, with mean grain sizes (d) between about 0.1
and 0.5 mm that we believe to be in equilibrium or near equilibrium with the wind. We did not
consider megaripples [20–22] or transverse aeolian ridges [23–25], although both of these bed forms
have received considerable and appropriate attention in the literature.
Much of the literature concerned with aeolian ripples addresses their formation, their geometry,
the sedimentary structures that they produce, or the implications of their presence on extraterrestrial
surfaces such as that of Mars. Aspects of these themes have been reviewed or described extensively
elsewhere, and we offer only a few examples here. Many papers have addressed the nature of ripples
and the dynamics of ripple formation [8,26–30]. Aspects of ripple geometry, especially key
relationships between length, height, sand grain size, and migration rates, have also received
considerable attention [31–38], as have sedimentary structures caused by aeolian ripple migration
[39–41]. Finally, there has been substantial interest in ripple formation and migration on Mars
[12,20,42–44], although much of the interest in Martian bedforms involves the afore-mentioned larger
aeolian forms of megaripples, transverse aeolian ridges, and dunes. Only recently have researchers
found the co-existence of both meter- and centimeter-scale ripples on Mars [45] and started to study
their formation mechanisms [45,46], however, there were no detailed observations on ripple
migration. There is also a handful of papers that reported ripple migration rates but did not relate
those data to comparable wind data. Typically, these studies aimed to establish statistical
relationships between ripple migration rates and the size of the ripple [47–51]. The physical reasoning
is straightforward: the larger the ripple, the greater the mass of sand contained within it. Therefore,
for a given sand transport rate, the larger the ripple, the slower it must move. As shear velocity
increases, however, ripple size and migration speed should both increase, leading to faster transport
rates. Jerolmack et al. [48] adapted Bagnold’s [52] model for sand transport, measured using
triangular dune migration rates, as an analog for transport associated with ripple migration:
𝑞 = 1 − 𝑃 𝜌 𝑢 𝐻/2

(1)

where qr is the mass of sand transported by ripple movement, P is porosity, ρs is sand density (2650
kgm-3), ur is the ripple migration rate, and H is ripple height. We assume P = 0.40 based on the data
presented in Louge et al. [53, Figure 3]. Several have equated qr with the rate of transport via creep,
qc[48]. More generally, we posit that qr ≤ qc to allow for conditions where some creep may move
through a system faster than the bedforms move. Previous studies have found the proportion of creep
transport to total transport to vary across a range from 2% [54] to 57% [55] on Earth. Bridges et al.
[50], based on image analysis, estimated that relationship to be about 25% for megaripple migration
on Mars. In wind tunnel and field experiments, Bagnold [56,57] found the proportion to be 25%, and
this value has been widely accepted as a reasonable approximation.
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Given the extensive literature concerning the formation and behavior of aeolian ripples, there is
a paucity of work that documents the basic relationships between wind speed (or shear velocity),
ripple size and migration rates, and the sand transport accounted for by ripple migration during a
blowing sand event. After a careful search of the literature, we could identify only ten studies that
reported some quantitative attributes of ripple migration and coincident wind in either wind tunnel
or natural environments. Only six of these studies reported observations and measurements in detail
sufficient for us to confidently use them in a comparative analysis. The studies that we found are
described below, briefly and chronologically, and all relevant data from those studies and this are
summarized in Supplementary Materials Table S1 and accessible online via the Zenodo data
repository[58].
2. Previous Studies
Cornish [15], in a field study, reported five measurements of migration rates for 0.10 m long
ripples in about 0.5 mm diameter sand. He reported only one wind speed, estimated at about 12 ms1, but did not include a corresponding elevation. We averaged the migration rate measurements to
obtain a single value, 0.18 ms-1, to use with the one wind speed and used the Law of the Wall to
convert the wind speed measurement to an equivalent shear velocity, 𝑢∗ :
𝑢∗ = 𝜅𝑢 /𝑙𝑛

𝑧
𝑧

(2)

where κ is the von Kármán constant (0.4), 𝑢 is the wind speed, u, at elevation z above the surface,
and 𝑧 is the saltation-induced roughness length. To use Cornish’s data, we estimated that wind
speed was measured at an elevation of 1.2 m because we assumed that he used a hand-held
anemometer, and because an elevation error of +/- 25% produces a shear velocity error of less than
10%. To estimate roughness length, we used the relationship between shear velocity and roughness
length according to a Charnock-type model [59]:
𝑧 =

𝐶𝑢∗
𝑔

(3)

where c is the Charnock constant with a value of 0.085 for general field applications and 0.0099 for
wind tunnel applications and 𝑔 is the gravity constant. For this and other studies, we also needed to
estimate the threshold shear velocity, 𝑢∗ . We used Bagnold’s [60] model to accomplish this:
𝑢∗ = 𝐴 𝑔𝑑

𝜌 –𝜌
𝜌

(4)

where A is an empirical constant (0.1 for the fluid threshold), ρ is fluid density (1.22 kgm-3), and 𝑑 is
sand grain size.
Kindle [61] published the second-oldest data set we could find a pair of field observations of
ripple migration of about 0.03 mms with a gentle breeze, and about 0.17 mms with a wind speed
of about 6 ms . Presumably, the gentle breeze was much slower than 6 ms given the reduced
migration rate. In place of this qualitative term, we used 4.4 ms based on an approximation from
the Beaufort wind scale. No grain size data were provided. Instead, he stated that “My observations
with reference to the slight variation in the amplitude of sand ripple-mark within the limits of an area
of the same degree of fineness of sand grains coincide with those of W. W. Strickland” ([61] p. 10).
Strickland [62] did not report a specific grain size, making reference only to “fine sand.” We therefore
used 0.19 mm, the average size for fine sand grains according to the Wentworth [63] scale. Both of
the migration rates were anomalously fast for the wind speeds (compared to other studies) unless,
for example, the wind speeds were measured quite near the surface and our shear velocity estimates
are greatly erroneous. There is no evidence of this, so we once again assumed that wind speeds were
measured at 1.2 m above the surface and converted his data as described above.
Sharp [26], in a classic study, reported 18 measurements of ripple migration rates and wind
speeds for ripples that averaged 0.10 m in length with a grain size of about 0.33 mm. We obtained
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that data by digitizing his Figure 9 ([26] p. 631) using Origin® Pro 2015 (Originlab Corporation,
Northampton, MA, USA). This was the earliest comprehensive field data set we could find and it
included a range of wind speeds from 7.1 to 17.9 ms-1, which we converted to shear velocities and
threshold shear velocities using Equations (2)–(4).
Stone and Summers [64] reported one incidental field observation of ripple motion with a
measured wind speed. They found 0.1 m ripples in 0.26-mm sand moving at about 0.06 mms-1 in
winds of about 9 ms-1. They did not report the wind measurement height, so we again assumed that
it was at 1.2 m above the sand surface and used this value for our assessments.
Borsy [65] published the first detailed wind tunnel study focused on ripple migration and wind
speed. The lengths of the ripples in the experiments ranged from about 0.07 to 0.28 m, in 0.18-mm
sand. We digitized the data presented in his Figure 3 ([65] p. 112) and obtained ten measurements
that we used for conversions to shear velocity and threshold shear velocity, as described above.
Seppälä and Lindé [28] conducted wind tunnel experiments to study ripple formation. Ripple
migration information was presented, but it was not the focus of their work. They reported a range
of migration speeds that occurred at one wind speed (4.3 ms-1 measured at 0.10 m height) associated
with ripples approaching equilibrium. For this study we used the averaged migration rate data (0.03
mms-1) from the longest duration (30 min) to represent conditions closest to equilibrium. Mean grain
size in this study was 0.15 mm.
Ling et al. [66] used high precision (±0.5 mm) photogrammetry to measure ripple movement in
their wind tunnel. We obtained six data points by digitizing their Figure 1. The mean grain size was
estimated as 0.18 mm based on information presented in a related study [67]. The mean ripple
wavelengths and heights were 0.07–0.14 m and 3.3–7.2 mm, respectively. The ripple migration rates
reported are anomalously slow relative to the other wind tunnel data. This has been treated as a result
of an order of magnitude error in the ordinate label for Figure 1 [38], and we made a similar
assumption based on comparing the data in the figure with the range of migration rates reported in
the text. Ling et al. [66] did not report the measurement height for wind speed, but for the shear
velocity conversions, we specified the elevation as 0.5 m based on information from Cheng (personal
communication, April 2019).
Andreotti et al. [68] conducted experiments on ripple development and migration in a wind
tunnel and in the field. We digitized the data for equilibrium ripple movement from their Figure 5c
(11 wind tunnel measurements and 75 field measurements). Mean grain size in the wind tunnel was
0.12 mm and 0.18 mm for the field site. They reported that the threshold shear velocity was about
0.22 ms-1 in both environments. This is a well-constrained data set and the authors were the first, that
we are aware of, to recognize a systematic bias in ripple response between wind tunnel and field
experiments, although they did not develop arguments describing why this occurs. For a given shear
velocity, they found that wind tunnel ripples typically migrate at rates 3 or more times faster than
their natural counterparts. Their wind tunnel data were used by Durán et al. [29] in the development
of a simulation model, discussed below.
Zhu [69] measured ripple motion in a wind tunnel and in the field. Wind speeds were reported
as 30-s averages measured with a hand-held anemometer at a 1-m elevation. He used an empirical
model based on wind tunnel experiments to convert wind speed to shear velocity. The mean grain
size in the field experiments was 0.31 mm and there was no report for the grain size for wind tunnel
study. We digitalized data from his Figure 2.5b to obtain nine field observations and nine wind tunnel
observations.
Cheng et al. [38] performed a set of wind tunnel experiments with 0.15 mm sands that included
measuring equilibrium ripple migration rates at four different shear velocities. Relevant to this study,
they found that equilibrium ripple length increased linearly with shear velocity and the ripple
migration rate increased exponentially with shear velocity. They reported four migration speeds and
shear velocities for equilibrium ripples developed in 0.15-mm sand.
3. Study Sites and Field Methods
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One set of field experiments was carried out in late October, 2008, near the village of Jericoacoara,
Ceará, Brazil (2.7968° S, 40.4847° W). We were located near the downwind end of a 40-m wide
deflated parabolic dune trough (AKA Cow Splat Flat, cf. [70,71]) with a near horizontal unobstructed
fetch of approximately 100 m. During the experiments, winds were out of the ENE at speeds of about
8–12 ms-1 and blowing parallel with the long axis of the trough. The sands were dry and
unconsolidated, with grain sizes averaging about 0.3 mm. The equilibrium ripple lengths were about
90–110 mm, and the heights were about 6–8 mm. More information about this field site can be found
in [72] or [73].
As shown in Figure 1, wind speeds were measured with an R.M. Young Model 8100 ultrasonic
anemometer. Depending on the particular deployment, the sampling volume was centered at an
elevation of either 0.50 or 0.75 m above the surface, depending on the sample run, but within the
constant stress layer in either instance, with data recorded at 64 Hz. Ripple movement was
documented using time series oblique photography that was scaled to sets of pins installed at known
distances parallel to the wind (thus perpendicular to ripple crests). An anemometer was located either
2 or 3 m away from and behind one of these pin configurations to minimize the disruption of ripples.
Cameras were mounted to a tripod or steel pipe, depending on location, and triggered manually at
recorded intervals (typically of about one minute). The ripple heights were measured with a straight
edge and ruler and average wavelength was determined by counting the number of ripples
(including partial ripples) between pins. Vertical arrays of hose-type sand traps [74,75] were used to
measure the transport rates and to obtain samples for size analysis.

Figure 1. Basic configuration for ripple migration study at Jericoacoara, Brazil, October 2008. Wind
direction was right to left. The 0.80 × 0.80 m ripple reference grid is in the center of the photograph
and at center right are the 0.40-m spaced pair of reference pins.

A second set of experiments was performed in May–June 2015 at Oceano, California, U.S.A.
(35.0287° N, 120.6277° W). The Oceano site is located on a gently sloped sand patch approximately
300 m downwind of coastal foredunes and 650 m from the shoreline. Sand transport at the site was
driven predominantly by a westerly sea breeze across a surface of dry, medium sand (median
diameter, d50 = 0.40 mm). The equilibrium ripple wavelengths were about 0.1 m and the heights
averaged about 8 mm. The field site and sediment characteristics are further described in [76].
As shown in Figure 2, near-surface wind speeds at Oceano were measured at 50 Hz by a
Campbell CSAT3 sonic anemometer mounted at 0.64 m above the bed surface. Shear velocities were
determined through application of the Reynolds stress method over successive 30-min intervals [77].
High-frequency (25 Hz) saltation fluxes over corresponding 30-min intervals were measured by an
array of Wenglor laser particle counters roughly co-located with the sonic anemometer at heights
ranging from 0.06 to 0.47 m above the bed surface, and calibrated to saltation fluxes measured by an
array of nearby Big Spring Number Eight saltation traps [76,78]. Methods for obtaining shear velocity
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and saltation flux values are detailed in [76,77], and the accompanying data are publicly accessible
[79]. The threshold shear velocities were previously calculated over multi-day intervals [80] through
application of the time-frequency equivalence method [81]. These threshold values, along with
corresponding median surface grain diameters (which remained mostly constant over each multiday interval), are shown in Table 2 of [80]. A pair of laser distance sensors (Sick DT35), spaced 60 mm
apart in the streamwise direction and co-located with the wind and saltation measurements, were
pointed downward toward the surface to measure changes in bed elevation and associated ripple
migration through time. The bed elevations measured by the distance sensors were recorded on a
Campbell CR1000 datalogger at 1 Hz.

Figure 2. Configuration for ripple migration study at Oceano, USA, May–June 2015. Wind direction
was right to left. The distance sensors are in the center of the photograph with orange cables.

4. Data Analysis
The Jericoacoara field experiments provided usable ripple migration, ripple geometry, sand
transport, and wind data obtained from four days of experiments (10/21, 10/22, 10/24, 10/26). The
three-dimensional flow data from the anemometers were used to derive estimates of shear velocity.
The calibrated wind data were digitally oriented using a three step rotation [82] to obtain
instantaneous u, v, and w winds and these were used to solve the Reynolds stress equation to estimate
u*. Sand captured in the traps was weighed and the data converted to total transport rate q in gm-1s1 based on the trap size and sample duration. The sand samples were returned to the laboratory for
¼ phi dry sieving and the derivation of grain-size statistics using GRADISTAT [83].
Ripple migration rates were estimated using the photograph time series and ArcMap 10.4
software. On 21, 22 and 24 October, the distance between pairs of pins (0.40 m) was used to establish
the scale in the images for measurement (Figure 1). The location of the ripple crest that was the nearest
downwind neighbor of the upwind pin was digitally referenced to that pin. The same ripple crest
was identified and registered in subsequent photos to provide a distance traveled and this was
converted to a migration rate using the time elapsed between images. The scaled images were also
used to obtain estimates of ripple wavelength based on the number of ripples between the pins. Care
was taken to select ripples that appeared to be of equilibrium form, i.e., they were not at or near
defects caused by bifurcation or coalescence. On October 26, the pin array was in a square
configuration (0.80 × 0.80 m) with pins, and the ripples within the array were intentionally disturbed
(Figure 1). In this case, ArcMap was used to extend a pair of lines using pairs of wind-perpendicular
pins from the four-pin array for orientation. Those lines were extended toward the background of
the images until they reached undisturbed ripples. The ends of those lines were used as virtual pin
locations and measurements were made as described above. We checked these measurements for
accuracies using cross-correlation in Matlab (described in Appendix A), also with good results.
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The sample frequencies and durations of the photograph and wind speed time series were
different and we needed to determine appropriate averaging intervals for a statistical analysis of
cause and effect because there was substantial variability in wind conditions and ripple migration
rates during the data acquisition runs. After testing (see Appendix A and Figure A1) we found the
optimal averaging interval to be eight minutes. The sample design for grain sizes and transport rates
did not, however, produce a unique sample for each of the eight-minute averaging intervals. We used
time-weighted linear interpolation to obtain the best estimates for each interval. When an interval
occurred before the first or after the last sample in a series, we used time-weighted, linear
extrapolation for estimation.
At the Oceano Dunes site, ripple migration rates, 𝑢 , were calculated by tracking the
propagation of ripple crests and troughs under the distance sensors and using the elapsed times from
the time series of bed elevation, 𝑧, generated by the upwind-downwind pair of distance sensors.
Ripple amplitudes 𝐻 were calculated from elevation differences between adjacent ripple crests and
troughs. Because of superimposed high-frequency noise and low-frequency drift in the measured
elevations, pre-processing was applied to the raw bed elevation time series to extract only the part of
the time series that represented ripple migration. Values for 𝑢 and 𝐻 were calculated from the
processed 𝑧 time series. The pre-processing and processing steps, which were adapted from [84], are
described in Appendix B. We note that only a subset of the measurement times during which
appreciable ripple migration was apparent were included in this analysis, and that noise in the bed
elevation time series caused some uncertainties in 30-min values for 𝑢 and 𝐻 (uncertainty values
are provided in the spreadsheet accessible online via the Zenodo data repository [58].
5. Results
During the 2008 experiments at Jericoacoara, wind speeds were measured for 92 min on 21
October, 80 min on 22 October, 116 min on 24 October, and 48 min on 26 October. Data acquisition
issues on the 22nd and 24th caused those records to be discontinuous, with runs of 20 and 18 min on
the 22nd and 21, 22, 24, and 9 min on the 24th. Photos were taken with an average temporal frequency
of one minute or less: 98 images for the 21st, 71 on the 22nd, 167 for the 24th, and 114 on the 26th. From
these records, we were able to extract 26 sample records of 8-min intervals each.
At Oceano Dunes, we computed 30-min ripple migration speeds and ripple fluxes to correspond
with previously obtained concurrent 30-min shear velocity and saltation flux measurements [79].
Since the timing of individual migration speeds 𝑢 and amplitude 𝐻 measurements was sporadic
(i.e., associated with identification of individual crests and troughs, as described in “Data Analysis”),
we binned together all 𝑢 and 𝐻 values in each 30-min interval to obtain a mean 𝑢 and 𝐻 for the
interval. In the subsequent figures, the 𝑢 values shown are 30-min averages. To compute ripple
transport rates 𝑄 for successive 30-min intervals, we applied Equation (1) to the corresponding 30min 𝑢 and 𝐻 values.
In Figure 3, we plotted all of the data for migration rates of equilibrium ripples and coincident
shear velocities that we could find from the literature and from our field experiments, without any
application of quality control criteria. The 215 observations are represented in dimensionless form as
u*/u*t and ur/(gd)1/2 and are segregated into wind tunnel and field measurements following precedent
[68]. Linear regression analysis was used to test for statistically significant relationships. We found a
wind tunnel relationship where 𝑢 ⁄ 𝑔𝑑 = 0.0088𝑢∗ ⁄𝑢∗ − 0.0026, with 𝑛 = 41, 𝑅2= 0.85 and 𝑃 <
0.0001. For the field data, the model was 𝑢 ⁄ 𝑔𝑑 = 0.004𝑢∗ ⁄𝑢∗ − 0.0023, with 𝑛 = 174, 𝑅2= 0.52
and 𝑃 < 0.0001. We calculated 99.9% confidence limits for the two regression slopes, finding 0.0030
and 0.0049 for the field data, and 0.0069 and 0.011 for the wind tunnel data. Because the confidence
bands do not overlap, these results support a conclusion that field conditions were not replicated at
a one-to-one scale in the wind tunnels and the samples that we compared were not drawn from the
same general population. We also performed a number of non-linear regression analyses to
determine if there was an alternative distribution that improved the statistical strength of both
models. The only improvement in the coefficients of determination was when logging u*/ut. For the
wind tunnel data, R2 = 0.85, and for the field data, R2 = 0.57.
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Figure 3. Dimensionless migration rates for equilibrium ripples as a function of dimensionless shear
velocity, segregated as wind tunnel (black symbols: n = 41; R2 = 0.85) or field data (red symbols: n =
174; R2 = 0.52).

Our next step was to re-evaluate the wind tunnel and field relationship (Figure 3) using only
data that fit a set of necessary quality control criteria, which included reliable data for sand gain size
or threshold shear velocity, for equilibrium ripple migration-rates and geometry, and for shear
velocity or wind speed data that could be reasonable converted to shear velocity. The majority of the
exclusions occurred because of a lack of reporting of the wind speed measurement. For the wind
tunnel experiments, six points from Ling et al.’s [66] wind tunnel studies were removed because wind
speed elevations were not reported. A second reason was that there was an order-of-magnitude error
based on their Figure 1 ([47] p. 120) and description. We also removed the one data point of Seppälä
and Lindé [28] because it was an estimation of an unstable ripple migration rate. For the field
experiments, we removed Cornish’s [15] and Stone and Summers’s [64] data because they did not
report the wind speed elevation. We also removed Kindle’s [61] data because he did not report
measurement height or grain size and he used ambiguous language to report wind speeds. Finally,
we removed Zhu’s [69] field data points because of what we consider to be a methodological error.
Specifically, Zhu [69] measured wind speeds at one elevation and used an empirical model developed
from his wind tunnel studies to estimate a roughness length term and then convert wind speeds to
shear velocities. This approach produces the same roughness length for all wind tunnel and field
studies. It is well known, however, that the apparent roughness length increases with sand transport
and at rates that are different in the wind tunnel and field environments [59,85]. One consequence of
his assumptions was the near-parallel slopes of his wind tunnel and field data sets. Since he did not
report his original data, we could not reconstruct better estimates of shear velocity, but we did include
his wind tunnel data.
Figure 4 presents the quality-controlled data and the regression results for the wind tunnel and
field experiments. For the quality wind tunnel data, we obtained a model where
𝑢 ⁄ 𝑔𝑑 = 0.0086𝑢∗ ⁄𝑢∗ − 0.0009 with n = 34, R2 = 0.86 and P < 0.0001. These results, other than the
offset, are essentially unchanged from the previous analysis. For the field data, the new model was
𝑢 ⁄ 𝑔𝑑 = 0.0040𝑢∗ ⁄𝑢∗ − 0.0026 with n = 161, R2 = 0.63 and P < 0.0001, only modestly different. The
99.9% confidence limits for the regression slopes were 0.0064 and 0.0108 for the wind tunnel data and
0.0032 and 0.0048 for the field data. These uncertainty estimates are also similar to the estimates based
on all data. We also performed regression analysis using just the new (Jericoacoara and Oceano) field
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data and obtained 𝑢 ⁄ 𝑔𝑑 = 0.0034𝑢∗ ⁄𝑢∗ − 0.0030 with n = 68, R2 = 0.44 and P < 0.0001, suggesting
that our data conformed to the relationship indicated by Sharp’s observations; i.e., the slope of the
relationship was almost the same with all data and with just the Jericoacoara and Oceano data. As
mentioned above, we performed non-linear regression analyses to determine if there was an
alternative distribution that improved the statistical strength of both models for all quality-controlled
data. Logging u*/u*t produced the only improvement for both data sets, increasing the coefficients of
determination to 0.87 for the wind tunnel data and 0.68 for the field data.

Figure 4. These analyses included only data that met the quality control criteria. The dimensionless
migration rates for equilibrium ripples as a function of dimensionless shear velocity, segregated as
wind tunnel (black symbols: n = 34; R2 = 0.86) or field data (red symbols: n = 161; R2 = 0.63).

We calculated the contribution of sand transport via ripple movement to total transport in our
field studies using ripple migration and geometry data with Equation (1) and transport rate data from
the sand traps and particle counters. We assumed P = 0.40 based on the data presented in Louge et
al. [53, Figure 3]. For all cases, the proportion, 𝑞 ⁄𝑞, ranged from about 0% to 10%, with a mean of
3.6% and standard deviation of 2.3%. There were differences between the two field sites, with mean
and standard deviation of 4.8% and 1.3% at Jericoacoara and 2.8% and 2.4% at Oceano. We used a
Welch’s two-tailed t-test to evaluate the likelihood that the Jericoacoara and Oceano 𝑞 ⁄𝑞 and u*/ut
data were drawn from the same population and the probability in both cases was found to be less
than 0.0001. It is not known if the differences can be ascribed to the different methods used at the two
field sites, differences in grain sizes, some combination of the above, or other unknown factors. We
plotted % transport against dimensionless shear velocity (Figure 5). Regression analysis suggests a
weak positive relationship (𝑞 ⁄𝑞 = 0.025 u*/u*t - 0.006; R2 = 0.10, p < 0.01), although the basic linear
regression requirement of homoscedasticity was violated by our data set, bringing the finding into
question. That there is a trend is supported, however, by the differences in means of the two data
sets.
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Figure 5. The percent of total transport carried by ripples compared to dimensionless shear velocity.
The proportion was approximately independent of u*/u*t for the independent data sets but may
indicate a weak dependence for the combined data based on the means of the two populations.

6. Discussion
The results lead us to three main points for discussion, and many questions regarding the
controls on aeolian ripple migration and related sand transport rates remain unanswered. First, our
data confirm the scaling differences between wind tunnel and field data [68]. The phenomenon of
such scaling differences has been recognized and described for several aeolian transport systems, but
without a unifying process explanation or a corresponding correction factor. Ideally, rigorous
scientific experimentation in aeolian studies needs to be controllable, repeatable and reproducible.
These criteria remain elusive senso stricto in field experiments. Therefore, wind tunnels have been
indispensable to explore and elucidate some of the fundamental wind/surface interactions, as
researchers can control some or all of the environmental variables to reduce the complexity and
uncertainty (e.g., nonstationarity effects such as those reported in [86,87]) in refining our
understanding of flux relationships. There are, however, critical scaling constraints on the replication
of physical processes in wind tunnels. Increasing efforts have been directed at probing and modeling
the dynamics of the boundary layer in wind tunnels [88–94]. Equivalent attention has not been paid
to scaling constraints associated with sand transport, saltation, and ripple dynamics. The empirical
relationships established in wind tunnel experiments are typically substantially different from those
found in the field, even though they are based on similar analytical or theoretical treatment. One
consequence is the inconsistent prediction of key relationships and the failure of laboratory-based
models to replicate conditions found in nature. Indeed, close inspection of Figure 4 reveals that the
observations from the four wind tunnel experiments trace out slopes that are at least slightly different
from one another.
It has been proposed [8] that the ripple wavelengths reported in Andreotti et al. [68] were
observed in a wind tunnel that was one half of the length needed to attain equilibrium between the
wind and saltation flux, implying that the reported migration rates would be faster than an
equilibrium rate for a given shear velocity. Martin and Kok [77] noted that results reported in past
wind tunnel studies observing grain speeds [95] and saltation heights [96,97] were likely impacted
by using erodible sand beds of insufficient length in the wind tunnels [98,99]. Liu et al. [100] used
CFD to confirm that several flow characteristics near obstacles (e.g., windbreak fences) cannot be
captured in a reduced-scale wind tunnel or numerical models and thus, results should not be
extrapolated directly to natural landscapes. Sherman and Farrell [59] and Farrell [101] formalized an
approach to partly test these scaling differences by evaluating two fundamental interactions between
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wind and sand: the apparent enhancement of the boundary roughness length associated with the
presence of a saltation layer and the vertical distribution of mass flux. They found that the saltation
layer roughness form was about an order of magnitude higher in the field than in wind tunnels and
that small wind tunnels had statistically significant faster decay rates of mass flux with elevation
above the bed. The differences are magnified in wind tunnels with small working cross section areas
and in wind tunnel experiments that use extreme environmental conditions, e.g., hurricane wind
speeds [101]. McKenna Neuman and Maljaars [102] also surmised that these differences between
saltation dynamics in wind tunnel and field experiments may have scaled with wind tunnel
dimensions, but because this facet of wind tunnel modeling has received little attention [38],
substantive differences will continue to occur in reported findings. These scaling differences in
boundary layer–surface interactions may provide the key to understanding some of the
inconsistencies of saltation models [77] and ripple dynamics reported in field and wind tunnels. For
example, Durán et al.[29] used the Andreotti et al. [68] wind tunnel data for derivation of their
numerical model for ripple development and migration based on the relationship:
𝑢 ∝ 𝑢∗ − 𝑢

𝜌

𝜌

.

(5)

We used our results to obtain constants of proportionality for this relationship. For wind tunnel data,
we found 𝑢 = 0.089 𝑢∗ − 𝑢 𝜌⁄𝜌 . + 0.21 (R2 = 0.94); for field data, the relationship was
substantially different, 𝑢 = 0.039 𝑢∗ − 𝑢 𝜌⁄𝜌 . + 0.061 (R2 = 0.70). We also used regression
forced through the origin (i.e., forcing 𝑢 = 0 at 𝑢∗ = 𝑢 ) to represent the constraint that ripple
migration should cease when the threshold of motion is not exceeded, and found that the relationship
for wind tunnel observations was 𝑢 = 0.10 𝑢∗ − 𝑢 𝜌⁄𝜌 . (R2 = 0.90); for field data 𝑢 =
0.046 𝑢∗ − 𝑢 𝜌⁄𝜌 . (R2 = 0.66). In each instance, the laboratory and field relationships were
statistically distinct. Our findings here, coupled with those of Andreotti et al. [68] demonstrate once
again the scaling dichotomy and reemphasize the importance of using field data for the derivation of
models. We found that wind tunnel data indicated ripple migration rates that were about two to three
times faster than field equivalents. Because of the relatively constant scaling of ripple-migration creep
transport with total transport, this also indicates that wind tunnel data predict sand transport rates
that are two to three times greater than those produced by comparable conditions in nature, at least
over the range of u*/ut from about 1 to 2.5. Scaling issues such as these may be especially important
when using wind tunnel data to predict aeolian transport on extra-terrestrial surfaces, an approach
that we recognize as substantially flawed.
A second issue concerns the proportion of ripple transport compared to total transport. It has
been suggested that transport by ripple migration can be considered synonymous with creep
transport [48,50]. Our field observations confirm that some individual grains move as reptation across
ripples surfaces faster than ripples migrate, although the proportion that does so is not known and
may be quite small; but certainly qr ≤ qc. The literature reports substantial variability in 𝑞 ⁄𝑞 . Bagnold
[56,57], in wind tunnel and field experiments, and Willetts and Rice [7], in wind tunnel experiments,
among others, found that creep comprised about 25% of total transport. From field data, Chepil [103]
reported 𝑞 ⁄𝑞 as 15.7% for fine dune sand. In wind tunnel experiments, Horikawa and Shen [104]
found 20%, and they cited the results of Ishihara and Iwagaki [105] who found a range from 6.5 to
16.6% in field experiments. From their wind tunnel data, Dong et al. [106] estimated the creep
transport fraction to range from about 4% to 29%, depending on grain size, and averaging 9%. In field
studies, Nickling [107] found 𝑞 ⁄𝑞 to be about 1.3%–3.6%, averaging 2.3%, and Kang et al. [108]
indicated that the proportion of creep transport was about 4%–11%. Wang and Zheng [54] modeled
creep flux and their results indicated creep fractions usually in the range of 2% to 14%. The wind
tunnel research of Cheng et al. [55] indicated that 𝑞 ⁄𝑞 decreased as shear velocity increased, falling
from 57% at u* = 0.26 ms-1 to 19% at u* = 0.56 ms-1. In studies of ripple migration and creep (reptation)
transport on Mars, Bridges et al. [50] estimated 𝑞 ⁄𝑞 at 25%. Yizhaq et al. [109] used the transport
rate model of Kok and Renno [110] to estimate 𝑞 ⁄𝑞 at Eagle Crater on Mars, with a result that the
proportion should rise from about 3% to 7% over approximately the range of u*/u*t covered in this
study. It has been indicated, however, that this scaling relationship has been found to be highly
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variable on Mars, ranging from 5% to 91% [111]. Our results compare favorably with those of other
field studies on Earth, especially if we consider our 𝑞 ⁄𝑞 to represent minimum estimates for 𝑞 ⁄𝑞.
Our regression results, supported by our difference of means tests, indicate a weak positive
relationship with u*/u*t explaining, statistically, 14% of the variability in 𝑞 ⁄𝑞 when we combine data
from our two field experiments. The slope of the regression line, if it is reliable, matches closely with
the Yizhaq et al. [109] model results. More field observations are needed to validate or refute the
relationship.
Two other issues associated with the use of Equation (1) might bear on estimations of 𝑞 ⁄𝑞 . The
first is the assumption that ripple morphology is sufficiently represented, volumetrically, by H/2. An
error of 50% in this approximation still leaves our average field proportion in the range of about 1.8
to 5.4%. The second is the assumption that a ripple porosity of 0.40 is a correct attribute, rather than
0.35, for example. Note that this magnitude of error would still translate into a relatively small
absolute error in 𝑞 ⁄𝑞. If, however, either ripple form, or porosity, or both, changed as a function of
shear velocity, then such changes might influence a potential 𝑞 ⁄𝑞 trend.
Our results confirm findings that ripple migration rates increase as a linear function of shear
velocity [28,68] rather than at a second or third power. The near constant ratio 𝑞 ⁄𝑞 implies that the
total sand transport rate is also a near linear function of shear velocity. In the Oceano experiments,
both ripple migration heights and rates were measured and variability in sand porosity and fluid and
sediment densities were likely trivial in obtaining transport estimates using Equation (1). In the
Jericoacoara analysis, a mean value was used for H, but individual measurements varied by maxima
of about 20%, apparently randomly. This too would have introduced only a very small difference in
estimates of 𝑞 ⁄𝑞 , and more importantly, would not have produced a trend with shear velocity.
7. Conclusions
We compiled a quality-controlled ripple migration data base comprising, from previous studies,
34 sets of observations from four wind tunnel experiments and 93 sets from two field experiments.
To these data, we added 68 sets of observations from our two field experiments. From our analyses
of these data, we drew the following conclusions:
1. There is a linear relationship between shear velocity and ripple migration rate. This is evidenced
in the regression analyses performed with the dimensionless variable pairs u*/ut and ur/(gd)1/2,
and for the dimensional variable pairs 𝑢 and 𝑢∗ − 𝑢 𝜌⁄𝜌 / .
2. The dimensionless and dimensional migration rates from wind tunnel studies are statistically
distinct from those found in field experiments. For a given shear velocity, ripple migration rates
in wind tunnels are about two to three times faster than those found in the field.
3. The proportion of total sand transport that can be attributed to ripple migration (creep) averages
3.6% in our field studies, comparable to findings in other field studies. We found evidence that
𝑞 ⁄𝑞 increases weakly with shear velocity.
Andreotti et al. ([68] p. 028001-4) concluded their paper with the statement: Finally, ripples could
be of practical interest for field experimentalist as a nonintrusive measurement of the reptation sand flux. This
is a deceptively simple, but very important statement. The non-intrusive measurement of ripple
geometry and movement has been demonstrated with several different methods reported in the
literature and herein, and there are others, such as terrestrial laser scanning and structure from
motion using Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), for example. Improved migration rate data,
especially with better time control, and with perhaps a better coincident representation of ripple
volume than H/2, will improve the predictions made with Equation (1). If we are correct in our finding
that 𝑞 ⁄𝑞 was approximately constant, in an absolute sense, then this means that we can predict total
sand transport rates based on simple ripple measurements. It is similarly important to link such
ripple measurements with wind characteristics, such as shear velocity, and perhaps sediment
characteristics. It is accepted that some physical mechanism must operate that couples the wind flow
and topography, resulting in one-dimensional ripple bedforms that are locked in phase “with only
small modulations in the direction transverse to the wind” [22] (p.60). If the empirical relationships
reported in this paper are validated or improved upon, especially through additional quality field
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data, aeolian scientists and engineers will have another important tool for understanding sand
transport. This also means that we can gain deep insight into aeolian processes and sedimentation in
environments where process measurement may be difficult or impossible, such as those of
extraterrestrial surfaces, but where in situ or remotely sensed ripple measurement data can be
acquired.
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Appendix A: Assessing Ripple Measurement Accuracy and Optimal Averaging Intervals for
Linking Ripple Migration Rates with Shear Velocity Estimates.
We conducted cross correlation in Matlab to independently derive the ripple migration and
length data to test the quality of our measurements. This Matlab routine measures data for all ripples
between the designated pins and produces an average movement rate for all ripples rather than for
a single ripple, as is calculated with the ArcMap procedure. The results of the two methods were
almost identical for each set of measurements. The Matlab routine is easier and more efficient to use,
but we found two issues that led us to work with ArcMap. First, ripple defects along the registration
line, especially defects that either formed or disappeared during a time series, were measured as if
they were equilibrium wave lengths and this biased the migration rate statistics. Second, when
shadows appeared within the measurement range, their presence degraded the cross-correlation
calculations between pairs of images and produced spurious statistics. These comparisons, however,
indicated that our measurement techniques were accurate at millimeter-scale.
In the field experiments carried out at Jericoacoara, the sample frequencies and durations of the
photograph and wind speed time series were different, and we needed to determine appropriate
averaging intervals for a statistical analysis of cause and effect because there was substantial
variability in wind conditions and ripple migration rates during the data acquisition runs. We could
find no commonly accepted averaging interval in the literature, nor could we find a protocol for
establishing an optimal interval for linking shear velocity with ripple migration, so we began with an
exploratory analysis for the Jericoacoara data.
A conservative estimate of averaging interval for shear velocity can be obtained from graphs
presented by van Boxel et al. [112]. For the anemometer heights, sampling frequencies and typical
wind speeds during our first experiments, sample durations of the order of one minute should
provide robust u* estimates. Averaging ripple migration rates over such a short period, however, had
the effect of making small absolute measurement errors (one or two millimeters) into larger relative
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errors (10 – 20%, or more) of migration rates. Averaging over excessively long periods, on the other
hand, had the effect of masking the dynamic response of the ripples to changes in wind conditions.
Therefore, we tested the influence of shear velocity on ripple migration using averaging intervals of
5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12 minutes using linear regression analysis.
We performed the analysis in two ways, using either 𝑢∗ as the independent variable with ur, or,
following the parameterizations of [59], 𝑢∗ /𝑢∗ with ur/(gd)0.5. In both cases we found the optimal
averaging interval to be eight minutes based on the coefficients of determination found with the eight
intervals tested (Figure A1). When comparing just 𝑢∗ /𝑢∗ with ur/(gd)0.5 a ten minute interval
produced results that were almost as strong as those from eight minutes, but the longer interval was
not as strong with 𝑢∗ and ur, and it also reduced the number of samples available for analysis.

Figure A1. Comparison of coefficients of determination (R2) found using 𝑢∗ or 𝑢∗ /𝑢∗ as
independent variables with ur or ur/(gd)0.5 as the respective dependent variables, for averaging
intervals of 5 to 12 minutes. The 8 minute interval produced the strongest results in both cases.

Appendix B: Processing the Laser Distance Sensor (Sick Dt35) Time Series to Resolve Ripple
Heights and Migration Rates.
Starting from the raw bed elevation time series acquired with a pair of laser distance sensors
(Sick DT35), a “detrending” was first performed to remove low-frequency drift in the time series.
Such low-frequency drift is most likely associated with gradual change in the underlying bed
elevation and/or settling of the instrument arrays. For each raw elevation time series, a long-term
drift component was calculated as the moving average at a detrending time scale 𝑇 = 3000 s. The
long-term drift component was then subtracted from the raw time series to generate a detrended time
series, centered around bed elevation 𝑧 = 0. We chose 𝑇 to be double the characteristic ripple
migration time scale 𝑇 ≈ 1500 s: long enough to preserve the underlying ripple migration signal
but short enough to filter out the underlying drift in the time series. We estimated 𝑇 ≈ 1500 s from
the first peak in the autocorrelation in the raw bed elevation time series.
We then applied a “smoothing” to the detrended elevation time series to eliminate highfrequency noise, most likely associated with limitations in sensor accuracy and the presence of
saltating particles in the field of view of the sensors. Smoothed time series were calculated as moving
averages of detrended time series at a smoothing time scale 𝑇 = 120 s. We chose 𝑇 to be long
enough to adequately filter out the high-frequency noise but short enough to preserve the ripple
migration signal.
From these processed (i.e., detrended and smoothed) time series, we identified ripple troughs
and crests as local maxima and minima between zero crossings in the respective bed elevation time
series. Crests and troughs were then matched between the upwind and downwind time series, and
migration speeds were then calculated as 𝑢 = 𝛿𝑥/𝛿𝑡 , where 𝛿𝑥 = 6 cm is the fixed distance
between the sensors and 𝛿𝑡 is the time for an individual crest or trough to migrate from the upwind
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sensor to the downwind sensor. An absolute time was associated with each individual 𝑢 calculation
as the mean time between the occurrence of the crest or trough in the upwind and downwind time
series. An amplitude 𝐻 was calculated for each crest as the mean of the absolute elevation
differences between the crest and the preceding and succeeding troughs in the time series; the
converse was also calculated for each trough (i.e., elevation difference with preceding and succeeding
crest). An absolute time was associated with each individual 𝐻 value as the time of occurrence of
the middle crest or trough from which 𝐻 was calculated. For quality control, we discarded all 𝑢
and ℎ calculations that included inferred crests or troughs for which 𝑧 < 0.25 cm, as these likely
reflected noise in the time series rather than actual ripple migration.
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